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EL TAYEB’S BOAST
FROM THE BACK
One of the form players so far this season
has been Nour El Tayeb, who won her first
PSA World Series title at the U.S. Open.
El Tayeb loves to use angles on the court
and one of her weapons is the boast played
from behind the short line. She recently told
me how she learned about the shot in detail
from the Australian former world no.5,
Anthony Hill, who used to be based in Egypt.
El Tayeb said: “The boast is a very effective
shot when played right, as it can move the
opponent diagonally on the court. The most
important aspect of the shot for me is the
set-up. It needs to be the same as the drive,
as I need to be able to hit both shots with
the same swing preparation.”
She also talked about the tactical element
of the boast: “I like to play the drive a few
times before trying the boast. Once I have
set this up, I can start to mix them up. As
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ROLL AWAY
THE PAIN
Foam rollers have become popular amongst
squash players - from club level right
through to the professionals. Some players
use them as part of their warm-up and
warm-down routines, while some use
them on recovery days to deal with tight
and fatigued muscles.
The idea behind foam rolling is to use
body weight against the roller to deliver
a compressive massage to soft tissues
that are perceived to be tight and painful.
Some recent research has shown that
using foam rollers can result in physical
performance improvements that should
be of benefit to squash players, such as
improving mobility of the hips, quadricep,
hamstring and calf muscles, and of
reducing muscle soreness that
follows tough bouts of exercise.
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the game develops, I can tell if my opponent
is positioning themselves further forward
or back on the court. This helps me decide
on the best option.”
Her preference is to play the two-wall boast,
as this can make the opponent work harder.
To achieve this, she adapts to the feel of the
court and the feel of the ball on the strings.
Another important part of the shot is the
target she aims for on the side wall, which
may change depending on the conditions.
The boast can be a great shot when played
at the correct time and in the correct way,
but it takes plenty of practice to play it well.
I will leave you with something the great
Jonah Barrington once told me: “Always
look to play the boast on your terms.
The improvements in flexibility, however,
tend to be short term.
Despite the favourable experiences of
many squash players who use foam rollers
and of the scientific studies that point to
useful physical improvements, many
questions remain. Two obvious ones are
how often and how much foam rolling is
needed to achieve the best results,
and whether or not foam rolling
has any potential down sides?
Regarding the last question,
I have concerns about what
could be viewed as excessive
use of foam rolling. This
could be obsessive
daily use or
sessions that

When every muscle in your body says
boast…. don’t!”
So, like El Tayeb, choose the attacking boast
and don’t be forced into defensive boasts.
KEY TIPS
• Work on getting the same style for the
boast and the drive
• Wait slightly longer for the boast. Let the
opponent commit
• Find where you need to aim on the side wall
• Get the ball to bounce twice before the
side wall
• Practise by driving and having the boast
as an option

involve very strong self massage. This type
of foam rolling is sometimes used by
people who have particularly painful and
stubborn areas of soft tissue pain and
stiffness. My concern in such cases is that
aggressive and frequent use of foam
rolling could result in soft tissue
sensitivity, and actually become something
that perpetuates the problem.
To get the benefits of foam rolling and
to avoid some possible downsides,
I recommend following these dos and
don’ts:
DO:
• Use foam rolling alongside
traditional warm-up and warmdown exercise routines
• Expect flexibility improvements
to be short term
• Foam roll for 10-20 minutes
(total session) to reduce postexercise muscle soreness
DON’T:
• Substitute warm-up/warm-down
exercise sessions with just foam
rolling
• Become obsessive and
over-reliant on foam
rollers
• Cause pain, as
regularly doing so could
result in hypersensitivity
and damage
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